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 Jefferson County Marine Resources Committee  
Port Commissioners Bldg. 
333 Benedict Street, WA 

May 7, 2019 Meeting Minutes 
___________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 
Present: Absent: 
Gordon King, Commercial Interest, Chair  
Emily Bishop, District 1, Vice-Chair 
Ashley Mackenzie, District 1 
Andrew Palmer, District 2 
Jeff Taylor, District 2, NWS Rep. 
Sarah Fisken, District 3, NWS Alt. 
Al Bergstein, Environment  
Anna Bachmann, Environment Alt. 
Nam Siu, Marine Science  
Judy D’Amore, Marine Science Alt. 
Greg Brotherton, ex officio, BOCC 
Troy McKelvey, Recreation  
Roy Clark, Recreation Alt. 
Judy Surber, City of Port Townsend 
Neil Harrington, Tribal 

Shannon Davis, District 1 Alt. 
Frank Handler, District 2 Alt.  
Wade Crouch, District 3 
Jackie Gardner, District 3 Alt.  
Steve Tucker, ex officio, Port of Port Townsend  
 

 
 
Guests:  

  
 
Staff:  

Betsy Carlson, Brian DeCaterina Cheryl Lowe, Coordinator 
Bob Simmons, WSU Faculty 

    
Topic 
 

Update or Issue Decisions/Follow-Up Responsibility 
CALL TO ORDER  
GUEST 
INTRODUCTIONS 

Gordon King called the meeting to order at 6:01 PM.  There was 
a round of introductions as guests were present. 

  A quorum was present.   All members – 
please sign in 
and record 
volunteer hours   

AMENDMENTS 
TO/APPROVAL 
OF AGENDA  
APPROVAL OF 
MINUTES 
 

Gordon asked for approval/amendments to the Agenda.   
The agenda was approved by consensus.   
 
Gordon asked for amendments/approval of April minutes.  It was 
noted that Sarah and Wade were present, draft shows them as 
absent.  Cheryl asked for clarification for kelp monitoring 
program notes. Approved as amended by consensus.  Cheryl will 
make corrections. 

 The agenda was approved by 
consensus.   
 
April minutes approved by 
consensus as amended.  
Cheryl to edit and finalize April 
minutes. 

  
 
 
  

PUBLIC 
COMMENT 

None.   

BoCC REPORT Commissioner Brotherton reported he’s had lots of field trips to 
help him get oriented including:  forage fish field trip with MRC, 
upcoming Digging for Dinner, NWSC board meeting, and a tour 
of Duckabush estuary with WDFW who will be replacing bridges 
as part of a $90 million dollar, multi-year project.  He’s also 
interested in NOSC preliminary study which includes potential 
purchase of properties along Snow Creek. Some of the properties 
identified for purchase are currently commercial spaces.  He 
would like input on pros and cons of these proposals. Nam 
commented on pros of restoring historic habitat function, also 
these properties are a high flood risk.  Purchase requires a willing 
seller.  Gordon suggested NOSC as future speaker on this topic.   

    
 
 
 
Cheryl will inquire about NOSC as 
future speaker on this topic.   

 

 While Cheryl loaded Jeff’s presentation members made several 
announcements:  
 
Al Bergstein: State bills that support Orca recovery will be signed 
tomorrow. One of them gives WDFW more authority in HPAs.   
 
Greg Brotherton: Sewer for Indian Island is nearing its end of 
life.  He will find out where current outfall discharges.  Members 
discussed concerns with Navy activities and would like to learn 
more.  Greg will inquire. 
 
Nam:  Emily and Nam dove near the PT sewer outfall two weeks 
ago and took some video.  Would like to share video with the 
group.  Visibility dropped dramatically at the outfall (approx. 25-

 
 
 
 
 
 
Greg to inquire with Navy regard 
sewer outfalls. 
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28 feet depth).  Substrate around outfall is sandy but the 
structure itself has kelp growing on it.  He plans to monitor once 
a month.  Emily: it didn’t look any different at the discharge point 
than the area around it.  Nam: didn’t see any fouling but may be 
too early in the season.  

Special 
Presentation 
 
Jeff Taylor - New 
satellite imager 
for kelp 
monitoring 
 
 
 

Jeff Taylor gave a presentation entitled Satellite Imagery for Kelp 
Surveys (& other stuff) – Aerial and satellite imagery has been 
gathered to augment the MRC’s kelp survey work thanks to:  
Russ McMillian, Helen Barry, and Greg Ridder on aerial images, 
and Sarah Schroeder for satellite images (infrared). 
 
Jeff discussed satellite imagery options, each with different 
resolution, frequency, bands and costs.  Some may be 
appropriate for MRC’s kelp monitoring efforts.   He is working 
with landSAT series 30 meters per pixel with imagery collected 
every 16 days.  Though typically used for agriculture, UC Davis is 
trying to use it for kelp.  Other options include: 
 
Private satellites - greater detail (1.6 meters per pixel) but you 
must schedule it.   
 
2015 Sentinel: 10-meter resolution, every five days.  Free. 
Smaller beds cannot be seen.  Difficult to capture data at slack 
tide.  5 day fly over but you must take into consideration tides 
etc. to get true comparisons, so actually only a few a year are 
useful.   
 
2017 Planet Labs launching high resolution satellites that come 
over every day.   
 
Many as easy to use as Google Earth! Could monitor all large 
beds in the Salish Sea.  Using IR requires processing.  Could be 
semi-automated.   
 
Results from the North Beach Kayak Survey 2016-2018, raised 
some questions: did N. Beach really lose 50% of its kelp in a two-
year period?  Jeff did area calculations using satellite imagery 
(Sept. 2017 compared to Sept. 2018) and found about a 24% 
loss in one year.   
 
Nam is also looking at imagery and noted stipe kelp likely not 
showing up as well as canopy kelp.  
 
Next Steps: Jeff and Dana are moving geo-referenced images to 
ARCGIS.  Will use free Sentinel data for now.  Consider adding 
other sources.  Possible project for NWSC Intern.   
 
Andy and Judy D’Amore recalled previous aerial imagery for 
eelgrass.  Andy queried whether DNR is still providing annual 
aerials.  Emily noted the DNR pilot may be retiring so they are 
looking at options.  

  

 While Cheryl loaded Emily’s presentation members made several 
announcements:  
 
Neil: WA Sea Grant green crab monitoring program was funded 
for another year.  
 
Jeff:  State came through for the NWSC funding!  $455,00 per 
year for next biennium.  ($900k for the biennium). Lucas will go 
to D.C. to advocate for continued Federal funding for NWSC as 
well. Cheryl: New State funding will start in July and runs on a 
different cycle than federal funding. We still have a percentage of 
EPA funds that help support our efforts. Thus, Lucas’ ask in DC.  
 
NWSC Board changes: Alan Clark replaces Paul Clampet as NWSC 
Chair. 
 

  

Special 
Presentation 
 
Emily Bishop - 
Hood Canal 
Bridge: Impacts 
to Salmon.  

Emily Bishop - Hood Canal Bridge: Impacts to Salmon.  Emily is 
independent contractor working with Port Gamble S’Klallam 
Tribe.  She gave an overview of salmon bearing systems along 
the Hood Canal. She summarized 2006-2010 data from Survive 
the Sound campaign which tagged salmon and tracked mortality.  
Found high mortality (of steelhead at the bridge: 2006 4.9%, 
2007 5.7%, 2008 6.5%. In 2009, with construction on bridge 
removing a portion of bridge, mortality dropped to 0%. In 2010, 
it was 34% mortality of steelhead vs. 1% total probable 
mortalities anywhere else.  Likely other species too, but 
steelhead larger and thus easier to tag.   
 
What is causing the mortalities at the bridge?  NOAA, WDFW, 
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Tribes, and others looking into the issue. Emily shared video clips 
from the bridge.  High density of sea life passing!  Used Blue 
View acoustic video in the pools.  Seals feeding day and night in 
the pools.   
How many seals at the bridge?  Monitoring by WDFW says one.  
Methods may not be effective. Tribe’s surveys show many more.  
But simply removing seals wouldn’t be effective, there are several 
other predators (e.g., porpoise and birds).  Fish see bridge as a 
barrier, turning left and right, staying there for days, which 
makes them vulnerable to predators.   
Noise does not seem to be an issue. It seems the design of the 
structure is the issue.  WSDOT has allowed access for the studies 
and will take studies into account in future design.   
Bridge also changes water velocity; salmon also avoid changes in 
velocity, which may be another factor. A report is currently being 
drafted. 

ADMINISTRA-
TIVE (Cheryl) 

Reminder, MRC sits within the WSU County Extension 
Department. Extension is interviewing candidates for the Director 
position. If you are interested, consider attending the May 30 
candidates forum. 
 
Grant update:  
2019-2021 MRC Operating grant update - increased funds from 
State.  We will receive $91k starting Oct. 2, 2019; $65k must be 
spent by June 30th, 2020.  Different budget cycles make it 
challenging. Cheryl shared draft revised budget allotting the 
increased funds.  Highlights include:  

• Increasing Admin which could support a second part-
time administrative staff.   

• Bull kelp, forage fish, eelgrass buoys stayed about the 
same.  

• Rain gardens, Education Outreach, and Oly Oyster 
bumped up a bit.   

 
Good news is, with State’s two-year biennium funding, budget 
planning is every two years; we can amend next year if needed. 
 
Discussion: Make sure budget includes funds for 2 more eelgrass 
buoys. Cheryl will find out more about upcoming Mussel Watch 
opportunities.  Some asked if with extra money, will we need 
extra match?  Cheryl noted that we’ve never had a problem with 
match before. Additional money may allow us to do something 
else, such as more effort on community outreach (articles, ads, 
etc.).  Neil moved to approve budget with additional funds for 
buoy equipment.  Seconded by Nam.  Passed unanimously.  
 
Cheryl -highlighted a few ideas from other MRCs: MRC 20th 
anniversary celebratory events in other counties; Snohomish is 
initiating creosote pile inventory with MyCoast app; San Juan is 
promoting their “Plastic Free Salish Sea.” Program.  We can 
discuss further next month.  
 
2019 Opportunity Fund (NWSF) update - We submitted the grant, 
trying to increase capacity for Rain Garden maintenance support 
in partnership with Master Gardeners.    
 
Summer meeting schedule: Consider canceling one of the 
summer meetings/having a picnic?  Consensus to cancel the July 
2 meeting.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Neil Harrington moved to approve 
budget with additional funds for 
buoy equipment.  Seconded by 
Nam Siu.  Passed unanimously.  
 
 
 
 
 
Discuss further next month.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Consensus to cancel the July 2 
meeting.   
 

  
 

Current and 
Upcoming 
Projects  

Kelp Monitoring (Judy D) Team is doing same kind of 
monitoring as last year, with slight adjustments. If interested in 
joining in kayak survey, coordinate with Judy D. 
 
Dig for Dinner (Ashley) – Event this Friday.  Over 50 people 
signed up. It will be fabulous.  
 
Crabber Ed (Cheryl) Local officials invited to sit on observer 
boats (Wade and Troy’s boats) as derelict pots pulled from the 
water. Press releases being prepped for workshops.  PT Leader 
reporter will attend crab pot removal.  NWSF survey found 255 
derelict crab pots in PT Bay.   
 
Shellfish Forum (Cheryl) June 28th save the date.  More info 
forthcoming. 
 
Rain Gardens (Bob) On April 30th another RG installed in 
partnership with City at Lincoln and Adams. Adopted by AAUW 
for maintenance.  Thanks to MRC members and PT students etc. 
who helped with planting.  Looking for truck to haul mulch to 
other sites for raingarden maintenance.  Gordon may be able to 
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help.  Next potential site? Tom Brotherton’s site in Quilcene 
(County partnership) and Tyler and Jefferson in City.   
 
Oly Oysters (Neil) Disco Bay: We spread over 100 bags of 
cultch with six volunteers.  Went well.  Tentatively August 1 
Quilcene monitoring survey.  Maybe Disco Bay survey the same 
week. 
 
Shoreline Armoring (Cheryl) - skipped in interest of time. 
 
No Anchor Zones (Troy) Will deploy summer season PT buoys 
soon. Steve Tucker unable to help temporarily but Port has 
generously offered employee and boat while Steve is out. One 
winter buoy was lost but enough rope was left behind that we 
were able to grab it and attach additional rope to replace the 
buoy. 
 
Forage Fish (Jeff) sampled Adelma beach with guest Greg 
Brotherton.  Not doing the lab work during summer.  
 
Outfall advisory (Nam) You Tube video available for viewing.  
Seems to support leaving outfall in place.  Judy S:  City’s 
consultant preparing SEPA checklist and will schedule scoping 
meeting with agencies.   

Recent Meetings 
Reports 

NWSC (Cheryl) 2018 Annual NWSC report is now available online 
and several printed copies passed around. 
 
Strait ERN (Cheryl) Last meeting agenda was focused on process 
and PSP strategic initiatives. Several Local LIOs concerned about 
local initiatives not being adequately represented or funded.   

  
 
 
    

 

Public Comment Betsy Carlson - PTMSC displays are a good opportunity for 
outreach on MRC efforts.   
Brian DeCaterina - Marine Survey and Assessments is working 
with City on sewer outfall.  Still working on the map of the outfall 
replacement/intensive survey.     

 
 

 

MRC Roundtable/ 
Announcements 

Previously covered.   

 ADJOURNMENT Meeting was adjourned at 8:00 
 

  

 


